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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Hymns to the Old Gods contains four new songs, totaling almost 12 minutes, created by the talented
composer Andreas Waldetoft.

These grand songs run while playing as Norse characters to enhance the experience and atmosphere of the game. Andreas
Waldetoft has been working on Paradox Development Studio games since Hearts of Iron II and Europa Universalis III.

 We Are Norse - The Norse were feared warriors who raided, explored and settled large areas of Europe, Asia and the
North Atlantic islands. This song pays homage to their strength and resolve
 The City of Birka - On the island Björkö in lake mälaren, the city of Birka was one of the earliest urban settlements in
Scandinavia, being founded in the middle of the 8th century. This song was written to honor one of the most important
trade centers of the Viking age
 Wilderness - From the harsh winters comes the strength of the Norse. There is also great beauty in the vast wilderness
of Scandinavia. This tune seeks to convey the serene beauty and spirit of the Nordic lands
 Thor - The son of Odin and the protector of mankind. With his hammer Mjölnir, he was one of the most popular gods
in Norse mythology. This powerful hymn was written as a tribute to the God of Thunder and Lightning
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crusader kings ii hymns to the old gods

I've only spent a short amount of time in this game but already the charm and puzzle design has won me over. Looking forward
to fixing a few more machines!. Second Draw a Stickman is a huge improvement in all ways.

+ relaxing game
+ graphics
+ sound
+ music
+ story
+ controls
. I...I can't drop the guns after I have picked them up...so that is annoying. Other than that, it is a pretty simple, but pretty fun
little game.. This is one of those two-dimensional puzzle games you can find by the dozens here, a brain-teaser with neat abstract
objects and increasing difficulty that keeps you busy for a few hours. It has more features on the board than some of its
competitors. Also, the whole presentation is aesthetically pleasing, and so I can give the game a thumbs-up.

I do have a small problem with the advertisement though: This is not "the embodiment of relaxation" or "an unforgettable
journey", in fact it is not special at all. There are just some meditation-related buzzwords like "tranquility" and "zen" as well as
pseudo-literary texts (that are completely unrelated to the actual game) thrown in, and the very good sound design includes
soothing background music. You can achieve the exact same effect by playing one of the many other similar logic games and
run your favourite relaxation playlist in a separate app. Still, the ad tries to suggest to you that this game would be something
unique, selling you a feeling instead of a product in a quite transparent and pretentious manner. This does not mean that Quell
Zen was somehow worse - but it surely is not better than the others the way it claims to be. I felt that this needed to be said..
After 6 hours of playing this game, I can get all the CGs and scenes. The storyline is straightforward. The gameplay is not
complicated. If you have some free time and enjoy playing this type of game, this game is made for you.

The artwork is so nice, maybe one of the nicest game which is made from RPG maker. Azel and Sary are very cute. Too bad
that the weapon girl has too little actions (to the point that I cannot remember her name...). The character and BG sound is also
nice and really enjoyable.

Overall, I give this game 9/10, not full because I hope that there should be some routes that the player can choose but there
aren't any.

P.S. I REALLY enjoy ANNIVERSARY. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Guilty Gear. 'Nuf said..  Pros: 
Deep but not complex, fun characters/abilities, no grind/farming, runs smoothly

 What I'd like to see: 
Progression system (ranks, matchmaking score, etc), more players

https://youtu.be/oLCDMSZWVNE
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Cheesy cut scenes and voice acting followed by well constructed levels. I can take it or leave it.. I will pay $30 for more levels
right now. I feel like you guys don't like money. This is one of the best VR games I've played. DLC please!. I was looking for a
fun mess around game and I found this little guy. I enjoy the game so far, the premise is good. You're a toy car that drives
around and completes objectives. Cool. Great time waster, nice graphics and physics.

My only gripes are that the car controls are too touchy without using slow motion all of the time.

The suspension of the car is bouncy and hard to get used to. You hit a bump and you go flying.

In all, I like this game. A few kinks, but hey even giant AAA titles have problems. Thanks for putting this game out, I'm
definitely going to be keeping this gem and buying a copy for my S.O. soon. I like the lack of information and how even when I
managed to complete a level, I still didn't catch the pattern right away. I really enjoy these types of games that make you learn
how to play. It teaches well. Also, I'm a fan of Cipher Prime anyway.. The storyline is pretty rushed which is why I didn't enjoy
this game.
The choices are really vague too so you can't really tell what your actions would do. The actual game itself is extremely short for
a visual novel.
It's super glitchy as well, the achievements don't work.. The controls are really bad in my opinion. Nothing new or interesting.

4/10. i love losing
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